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NKWICHI LODGE 

FACT SHEET

 
SECTION 1: LODGE OVERVIEW  
 

LOCATION: 
Lake Niassa. 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 
Lake Niassa, the 9th largest lake in the world, provides the setting for the lodge. At 

560km long, 80km wide and 700m deep, it forms most of the eastern border between 

Malawi and Mozambique. The lake’s fresh water is crystal clear and contains a greater 

variety of indigenous fish species of than any other lake in the world. 

Nkwichi Lodge offers luxurious eco accommodation in six open-plan chalets, looking 

out on to dazzling white sands and individual, blue-water bays. Fine food, attentive 

service and activities ranging from adventure trips to total ‘chill’ combine with a 

relaxed, friendly approach from local staff trained to the highest level.  

Manda Wilderness is much more.  Visitors see that the local Nyanja people gain from 

community-led projects such as school-building and agricultural training – projects the 

people themselves have chosen and which they are proud to show to guests. Village 

communities have set aside a huge nature conservation area, where wild animals (from 

elephants to delicate antelope), rare plants and flocks of birds roam free of fences, 

farming and hunting.  The lake itself, with over 1,000 species of fish in every colour 

imaginable, is the latest target for Manda Wilderness conservation. 

NUMBER OF ROOMS:  
Nkwichi offers a choice of six individually designed chalets within the main lodge or two 

unique private houses set a short distance away. 

 

ROOM DESCRIPTION:  
CHALETS: All chalets have thatched roofs with open plan bedrooms to catch the cool 

breezes from the lake. The chalets are comfortably furnished, using natural materials, 

with the main feature a large four-poster bed. A unique feature of all chalets is the 

outside bathrooms with hot water showers crafted into overhanging trees and baths 

built into boulders and rocks. Each chalet also offers an attractive private dining area.  

Kuya has a convenient location, hidden amongst the trees that border the main 

beach.  This chalet is named after the cormorants that can be seen from the veranda, 

and it is the perfect place to sit back and relax, listening to the gentle sounds of waves 

lapping the lakeshore.  Kuya is a tranquil chalet with a clever design, incorporating the 
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natural rock and branching trees as part of its impressive structure. The chalet is all on 

one level, with an en-suite toilet – so perfect for easy-access. 

Kakoa is named after the White Egret, which can often be seen fishing in the waters in 

front of the chalet. Kakoa has a secluded location with its own private access to the 

lake and is just a short walk from the main beach. This intimate chalet with outstanding 

views looking out on to Lake Niassa, is a favourite with guests – providing a feeling of 

being at one with nature and a true comfortable African bush experience. 

Niassa, simply named after the lake itself because of its beautiful setting, has the most 

magnificent design. Niassa’s unique and spacious structure is built on a natural rock 

face with the main feature an impressive flight of steps leading up to a platform on 

which the large four-poster bed is set.  The location has the perfect mix of seclusion, 

with a romantic private dining area in a clearing under some trees, and proximity to the 

main beach. 

Scotland, with its own private beach and idyllic site on the Lake, is our most secluded 

chalet, perfect for the ultimate romantic experience. Scotland was named by the staff 

of Nkwichi, after a Scottish volunteer who spent some time here.  Scotland’s 

exceptional open plan design is split between two levels and takes full advantage of 

the fabulous views which look out across the lush vegetation to the lakeshore. Scotland 

provides a fantastic location to relax in private luxury, deep in remote Mozambique.  

Chimulimuli means Firefly. With its two bedrooms – one double and one twin - 

Chimulimuli is the perfect choice for a quiet family getaway. It enables one to be close 

to the family, but yet still enjoy the intimacy and privacy of having your own room.  It 

has a picturesque natural setting – with a small stream running alongside and wonderful 

views out into the bush behind the chalet.  Evenings in the rainy season are lit up by a 

sky of fireflies, living up to its name beautifully.  

HONEYMOON CHALET:  

Nkwazi means African Fish Eagle, and this impressive bird of prey is often seen on the 

tree in front of the veranda.  The setting is truly magical, surrounded by the lake on two 

sides and with your own private Venus Beach – perfect for sun-downer drinks watching 

the sunset over the lake, and romantic candle-lit meals for two under the stars.  To 

ensure you can enjoy this enchanting location from your chalet, Nkwazi has been 

cleverly designed with three sets of double-doors, which can be folded completely 

back to offer wonderful views across the lake from your grand four-poster bed. Even the 

bathroom has been designed with honeymoons in mind – with a floodlit, heart-shaped 

bath for two on the lakeshore.    

PRIVATE HOUSES: 

Makolo House Makolo House offers the ultimate private retreat, located deep in the 

African bush. Secreted amongst the trees the house overlooks the lakeshore and offers 

complete peace and relaxation.  The house is cleverly designed using natural local 

materials and has two en-suite bedrooms with a high thatched roof providing a great 
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feeling of space.  There is an upstairs platform which is a perfect place for the kids to 

hang out, or to relax and watch the sunset over the lake.  The location is ideal for taking 

walks out to explore the bush, and there is private access down to the lake for 

swimming.  Meals can be provided on site, and you are a ten minute walk from the 

main lodge – where you can take full advantage of all the facilities. 

Songea Houseand Chalet For a private escape with family or friends, this unique house 

and chalet duo combines idyllic accommodation, a great ‘entertaining’ venue, 

luxurious outside dining, a secluded private beach and breath-taking views of the lake. 

The main house has an extremely spacious open-plan design, with a grand dome 

thatched roof.  The main feature of the house is a large circular reception room with a 

unique sunken sitting area.  An attractive staircase leads to the upstairs bedroom, 

which has a balcony overlooking the central room downstairs 

A separate chalet a short distance from the main house provides additional 

accommodation – making this the perfect choice for small groups.  The chalet’s natural 

open design has picture-perfect views of the lake.  The en-suite bathroom has a 

wonderful double-bath (great for sharing!), and is carefully designed so that you can 

enjoy the great views across the lake while relaxing in your bath or shower.   

Meals will be provided on site by your own chef, and you are a ten minute walk from 

the main lodge – where you can take full advantage of all the facilities. 

OWNERS & KEY STAFF:  
Lodge Manager: Malcolm Turner 

LODGE CONTACT DETAILS:  
E-mail:info@mandawilderness.org 

Skype: nkwichi 

Tel: +442032863181 (Skype) 

WEBSITE:  
www.mandawilderness.org 

TYPE OF LODGE:  
Eco friendly lodge 

SUGGESTED LENGTH OF STAY:  
5 to 7 nights 

LODGE SEASONS:  
Open all year round. 

 

POWER SUPPLY:  
Power only available in office for charging.  Have European, UK and SA plugs.  Lighting 

in chalets from 5pm to 7am.  All power is solar. 
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CREDIT CARDS: 
Only Visa / Mastercard are accepted on the island. Payment by credit card is subject 

to a 5% processing fee.  

Travellers Cheques are NOT accepted. 

SECTION 2: OUR TEAM’S COMMENTS ON THE PROPERTY 

 

MATCH THE CLIENT TO THE PROPERTY:  
Suitable for clients looking for a culturally and environmentally sensitive lodge. 

OUR COMMENTS:  
Recommended by our team for: 

- Unique fresh water beach experience (water so clean you can swim & drink at 

the same time). 

- Responsible methods of tourism development. 

- By staying at the lodge, guests are contributing to nature and the community 

development. 

- Wonderfully remote, beautiful setting and unique accommodation. 
 

SECTION 3: LODGE LOCATION 

 

GPS COORDINATES:   

S12 degrees 12.578, E034 degrees 42.470 

ACCESS DETAILS:   

From Malawi 

The choices range from a spectacular flight across Lake Niassa, a stately passage on a 

historic lake steamer, or a drive across the rugged landscape of southern Malawi and 

northern Mozambique. 

1. Charter flights from mainland Malawi to Likoma Island.  

A 1 hour hop from Lilongwe, Malawi’s capital, to Likoma Island, where we’ll help you 

with the minimal immigration formalities before whisking you to Nkwichi Lodge on our 

launch or speedboat. 

The scheduled flight (Tues & Fri with Ulendo Travel Group) is US$255pp one way, charter 

flight is approx $320pp one way, plus US$60pp for the one way boat transfer from 

Likoma Island. 

Total time: Approximately three hours. 
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2. All aboard Ilala  

A truly African journey!  The Scottish-built Ilala steams around the main ports of call on 

Lake Niassa/Malawi on a weekly basis. Join the Ilala at Chipoka in the south of Malawi 

or Nkhata Bay in the north. Choose a snug cabin or a breezy night beneath the stars on 

the romantic first-class deck. 

The Ilala leaves Chipoka, a 90-minute drive from Lilongwe, on Friday evenings, arriving 

at Likoma Island on Saturday afternoon for a transfer to Manda by launch (US$60pp 

one way). 

The Ilala fare from Chipoka is approximately US$85 per person for a cabin, US$45 on 

deck, plus the launch transfer. 

Total time: approximately 24 hours 

Alternatively, fly to Mzuzu in Northern Malawi from Lilongwe, or drive, and take the Ilala 

from Nkhata Bay on Monday evenings, arriving Tuesday morning in Cobue.  The fare is 

approx US$60 for a cabin, US$25 on deck, plus launch transfer to Nkwichi. 

Total time: approximately 14 hours 

Guests can combine the romance of a one-way trip on the Ilala with the convenience 

of a return flight by charter from Likoma Island. 

From Mozambique 

From Lichinga:  

Lichinga can be reached on regular scheduled flights with LAM from the major towns in 

Mozambique. Nkwichi can arrange road transfers from Lichinga to the lakeside town of 

Cobué – an approx 4 hour drive down the Rift Valley escarpment and through the 

Manda Wilderness Reserve. We will then pick you up by boat for a 1 hour transfer to the 

lodge. The road transfer costs US$300 per vehicle each way (maximum 4 passengers. 

The boat transfer is US$45 per person.  

Total time from Lichinga: 5 ½ hours 

 

SECTION 4: WINING & DINING 

 

RESTAURANT LOCATION:  
Guests can eat in varied locations. 

There is a central dining room on the first floor of the main lodge building but dining can 

also be arranged on the beach, a wooden platform area or at individual chalets. 
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FOOD OFFERINGS:  
Set menu for lunch (2 courses) and dinner (3 courses), European style with local 

influences. 

 

SECTION 5: ACTIVITIES 

 

WALKING: 
The lodge is located at the foot of the escarpment in the Rift Valley. This means it only 

takes a few minutes to walk up behind the lodge, gain some height and look out over 

the lake towards Malawi. There are a number of walks with varying lengths according 

to your needs. A guide who is able to identify the vast range of bird species can either 

accompany guests or you can take a map and explore the local area on your own. 

BIRD WATCHING:  
The lake attracts a vast range of bird species. Some of these are indigenous to this part 

of Africa whilst numerous species pass through on their migration flights north and south 

each year. The lodge has several guides who are highly knowledgeable about finding 

and identifying the local bird species. 

SWIMMING: 
There can’t be a more inviting place to swim than the Nkwichi beach. Mchenga 

Nkwichi means ‘the sand that squeaks’ - its true. The sand is so fine underfoot and as 

white as you can imagine. One of the drawbacks from swimming in the seas and 

oceans is the bitter taste of saltwater. This isn’t a problem at Nkwichi as Lake Niassa is 

one of the world’s cleanest lakes. 

SNORKELLING: 
Guests spend hours exploring the underwater world which opens up to them as they 

gaze below the surface and meander through the rock pools along the lakeshore. It’s 

an enormous natural aquarium with hundreds of beautifully coloured species of fish 

known as cichlids. Lake Niassa has over half the world’s cichlids swimming in its clear 

waters. 

CANOEING: 

The lodge has its own private catamaran for guests who want to take advantage of 

the daytime breezes that blow onshore. Miss Nkwichi is the aptly named lodge dhow. 

This can be used for day trips up and down the lake visiting local communities along 

the shoreline. There are several deserted sandy beaches where you can stop off for a 

quiet picnic and sunbathe. 

VISITS TO THE COMMUNITIES: 

Guests are welcome to visit and learn about various development projects initiated 

and supported by the lodge. These are partly financed by your stay, with US$ from 
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every bed night donated to these projects. Through village committees, many 

successful projects have been established, from primary schools to maternity clinics. The 

children from the village will enthusiastically take over the tour from you guide and are 

delighted to show you around their school. Traditional dancing ceremonies, football 

matches and other big social events are a very entertaining day out. 

EXCURSION TO QUIRIMBA: 

A short visit to this nearby island introduces you to the local island lifestyle and gives you 

a closer view of the age-old method of hut building and an insight to traditional village 

life. Quirimba was an important Muslim trade centre before the arrival of the 

Portuguese and later served as a missionary centre. 

MANDA WILDERNESS RESERVE: 
A 600square km game reserve has been created in alliance with the local communities 

to protect the wildlife in this wilderness area. The scenery varies enormously as you 

move inland from the lakeshore through acacia woodland, grassy plains bordered by 

streams and rivers and past deep rocky gorges. Species include sable, elephant, 

reedbuck, leopard and over 300 species of birds. 

Each morning your guide will lead you out on foot on a gentle walk pointing out the 

fascinating variety of flora and fauna. After a few hours you will break for a picnic lunch 

under an acacia tree. Continue walking in the afternoon until you reach your new 

campsite beside the Rio Messinge or overlooking a stunning gorge. Dine out under the 

stars before retiring to your 2 man spacious ‘A’ frame tent equipped with a comfortable 

mattress and sleeping bag. 

PICNICS: 
Guests can choose to have private picnics at turtle beach or a romantic candlelit 

supper overlooking the sea. Picnics can also be organized on any the neighbouring 

island. This service is complimentary. 

LIKOMA ISLAND TOUR: 
After breakfast guests take a launch or dhow across to Likoma Island which remains 

part of Malawi despite being on the Mozambique side of the lake. A guide will lead you 

around this interesting community showing you several places of local importance. This 

includes the historic St Peter’s Cathedral which was built over 100 years ago and plays a 

central role in the people’s community life. Trips are planned as far as possible to 

coincide with services to allow guests the chance to enjoy the amazing atmosphere 

and hear the choir sing. 

LAKE NIASSA: 

The lodge dhow, Miss Nkwichi, is ideal for expeditions on the lake north or south of 

Nkwichi. Accompanied by an experienced guide you will sail along the lakes stunning 

shoreline. There are several islands including Likoma and Chisumulu with deserted sandy 

beaches to stop and camp on.  
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All camping equipment is provided along with food and a chef to cook the fish that 

can be caught fresh from the lake on to a bush barbecue. Livingstone named Lake 

Niassa the ‘Lake of Stars’ after spending time exploring its shores. There are few better 

ways of experiencing traditional African ways of life than spending time on this 

spectacular lake. 

 

SECTION 6: FACILITIES 

 

COMMUNICATIONS:  
No Cell phone reception.  Office has internet access - available to guests on request. 

 

TV & RADIO: (E.G. LOCAL, SATELLITE)  
No 

LAUNDRY:   
Yes – Complimentary 

 

SECTION 7: HEALTH & SAFETY
 

MALARIA:  
Yes 

EVAC POLICY:  
In case of emergency all guests assemble at harbour and evac by boat to Likoma from 

where a plane can take guests to Lilongwe.  For medical emergencies, guests can be 

at Lilongwe within 2 hours and from there transferred to Nairobi or Jo'burg if needed. 

FIRE:  
Fire precautions include evac procedures and buckets with sand.  Night watchmen at 

night to watch for fire. 
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SECTION 8: INCLUSIONS & EXCLUSIONS 

 

INCLUSIONS:  

- Full Board accommodation 

- All meals (inc tea and coffee) 

- Laundry 

- Non-motorised activities 

- US$5 community bed-night levy 

- Government taxes 

 

EXCLUSIONS:  

- Drinks 

- Motorised boat activities 

- terms of a personal nature 

- Gratuities 

- Insurance 

- Flying doctor service 

- Medical evacuation 
 

SECTION 9: TERMS & CONDITIONS 
 

CANCELLATION POLICY: 
Deposits non-refundable.  Full cancellation charges within 30 days of arrival. 

 

CHILD POLICY: 
Children of all ages are welcome.   

Reduced rates apply for children under 12 when s/ with adults.   

All children stay at parents own risk. 

Children under 3 are free. 

 

PAYMENT TERMS: 
20% deposit to secure booking.  Balance due 35 days before arrival. 
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